
DESCRIPTION

PROTERMSTEP ACC is a pro�le in 
stainless steel for stairs that protects the 
edges of the tread and cover the joint 
between step rise and tread. Its special 
geometry makes it an elegant and 
valued pro�le also in case of modern 
stairs. 

MATERIAL

PROTERMSTEP ACC is a pro�le in 
polished stainless steel AISI 304/1.4301 - 
V2A for stairs.  It is equipped with a 
punched �ange that guarantees a 
perfect adhesion with the adhesive. The 
pro�le, with a visible vertical surface of 
and of 23.5 - 24 and 46 mm, is available in 
the heights of 8 - 15 / 10 - 12,5 / 15 - 30 
and 20 - 25 mm. it could be used overtur-
ned of 180°; for this reason every pro�le 
is therefore suitable for two di�erent 
thicknesses of tiles. Its particular geomet-
ry and the availability of special pieces 
such as junction and external corner, 
make PROTERMSTEP ACC a much-
sought after and easy to lay pro�le.

AREAS OF USE

PROTERMSTEP ACC in stainless steel 
AISI 304/1.4301 – V2A is suitable for 
every kind of environment where high 
resistance to mechanical and chemical 
stresses are required. 

WARNINGS

Don’t use PROTERMSTEP ACC in 
stainless steel AISI 304/1.4301 – V2A in 
the swimming pool and in environments 
where strong substances are used. For 
cutting the pro�le it is recommend to 
use a hacksaw with steel blade and treat 
the cutting surface with a stainless steel 
passivation product.

MAINTENANCE

PROTERMSTEP ACC does not require 
any special maintenance. It is recom-
mended to clean it with normal 
household cleaning products.

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Choose “PROTERMSTEP ACC” accor-
ding to the tile thickness.
2. Lay the tiles on the step rise and apply 
the adhesive on the step tread, where 
the pro�le will be laid.
3. Lay the pro�le on the step tread, 
resting it on the tiles of the rise.
4. Apply the adhesive on the step tread 
and lay the tiles, aligning them with the 
pro�le. Remove immediately all the 
remains of adhesive from the surface of 
the pro�le.
5. Grout the joints between the tile and 
the pro�le, in order to avoid water 
stagnation. Remove immediately all the 
remains of grout from the surface of the 
pro�le.

PROTERMSTEP ACC

TEXT TEMPLATE FOR TENDERS

Supply and installation of pro�le for stair in 
polished stainless steel AISI 304/1.4301-V2A. 
It is equipped with a punched �ange that 
guarantees a perfect grip to the adhesive.  
The pro�le, with a height of 8 - 15 / 10 -12.5 
/ 15 - 30 / 20 - 25 mm, has a vertical visible 
surface of 23.5 / 24 / 46 mm. It is equipped 
with special pieces such as junction and 
external corner, like PROTERMSTEP ACC of 
the Progress Pro�les company.

PTSPAC 0815 / 10125 / 1530 / 2025: 
Polished stainless steel AISI 304/1.4301 - 
V2A

Pro�le height : __________________ mm
Pro�le length : __________________€/mt
Material :  ______________________€/mt
Application : ___________________ €/mt
Total value : ____________________ €/mt
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